
PROPOSAL FOR ENACTING A REPLACEMENT FOR THE CURRENT SYSTEM OF FIAT

BACKGROUND

As for the charismatic sensationalism that mass media uses, to glorify
America's future with pipe dreams for a better tomorrow, America and
what's left of the free market world, has reached epidemic proportions for
squelching what actually constitutes the 'charismatic' part, of what's
being constitutionally exercised as 'charismatic sensationalism'. Dr. Ron
Paul appeared to be 'softly charismatic' with his approach on the Fed's
influence on our monetary policy. That may be just good for starters, but
now the momentum towards creating a new, constitutional convention is
intensifying. Jurisdiction is being handed over to the states, just as it
was after 1798.

America should only be as strong for being charismatic, as we are for the
scientific intuition that makes up the guts of some national (or even
international) program for massive retraining (and retooling) of our
credit industry, and what actually constitutes 'credit'. Small business
entrepreneurs, private industry, and the world at large would be grateful
for not so many controls being put in place, that would steal the traction
out of proliferating what should be the best definition of our own credit,
as a citizenry.

How is this accomplished?

PROJECT - AN AVANTE-GARDE EXAMPLE OF A SYSTEM OF CREDIT COMPETITION

By identifying what the universally accepted form of advertising currency
that might exist, for sending a candidate's message out en-masse, so that
all who might agree with the candidate on certain issues, might be able to
take note of how many others will also agree with them in the long run,
based upon the strength of the advertising currency, and continue to
support the candidate's form of advertising more in the long run rather
than the short run.

Edible "nano-paper" money that doubles as a distributive network would
form the basis of the advertising currency. At a very low cost per
individual meal, edible, practically invisible nano-fibres are mixed into
a freeze dried or irradiated food, consumed, and provide all the
nourishment required. If a person chooses not to eat, the fibers also form
a distributed parallel processing network via their proximity with other
irradiated food.

The memory capacity of the nano-fibre network would not require any
removable media, and would therefore handle a much larger storage
capacity, since growth of the industry would be solely based on
distributive networking and advertising. The fibers can be made with any
flavor and consistency as any freeze dried breakfast, lunch, or dinner.
The cobalt-irradiated packages would have a standard shelf life of over a
year, and would not require refrigeration. They would also be used as a
remote terminal for the purpose of mass marketing through advertising, on
the basis that fasting produces enlightenment, and enlightenment draws a
mass of believers closer to transcending the monopolies that major
corporate infrastructures of Americans have become all too well enamoured
with, as the growth of the monoply's success, becomes solely gauged by
numbers of widgets sold in terms of of paper money earnings, rather than a
way out of avoiding the trap of dependency with the particular "widget".



Name your widget - there is no end to widgets, as long as the particular
advertising used "defines down" the cause of enlightenment. Corporate
statism becomes entrapment by fiat, as long as the "fiat" currency
remains. Addiction to fiat currency creates a growing addiction to non-
revolutionary energy technology (corporate, private, government, or
otherwise), but running the parallel currency by revealing new information
on the currency (as well as having the nano-fibers re-adapt, and upgrade
their nourishment potential) for the particular user, has to reconfigure
the economic end game in terms of the life-extending reality in the food.
Naturally the higher the currency, the more "user relevant" the
nourishment becomes.

This is the new kind of currency that can also act as an advertising
medium for the masses. Every time the nano-fibre currency permanently
becomes utilized as a terminal, it will automatically increase in value
according to how the usage interacts with the most widely distributed
grouping of similar potential parallel processors that can 'handshake'
with the advertising. If the interaction is judged positive, the face
value of the nano-fibre package increases.

It would be a "Tree of Life" Genome Project-gone-capital, whose ultimate
goal would have each "user" decide their own fate, described as either:

(1) Those who seek the protection of an ultimate provider of generic "one
capital fits all systems of fiat"[1].

verses,

(2) The source of the "art" within the advertising itself, or the new,
improved life force of the user (the edible nano-paper money).

This would allow anyone entering the market to decide which currency
offers a better piece of their particular "puzzle of success".

Entrepreneurs to the New World had no 'way stations' stocked with exotic
food, entertainment, and right-of-way passage to the Americas. They ate
fish from the net and sang songs to each other in the spirit of the times.
They manned the sails in the trade winds and knew their way by the
orientation of the stars as well as the compass which kept them on course.

Today that compass has changed: it has changed not only into a G2V sun
with an earth-like planet, but it has also changed into a memory compass
for entraining western consciousness.

[1] a.k.a. the many arts (or users), assimilate with all those into
another potential assimilator who chooses, and who will also buy into the
art being used themselves as another "advertiser for assimilation" (in the
world system of fiat).

The most enlightened will end up being the most well-nourished, while
those in command of the advertising, will also have a new enlightenment
that controls viewership on a mass scale. Those who wish to 'opt out'
won't have the ability to opt back in, until an aetheric board has been
re-certified by the opter for the re-opting. The re-certifying attaches
some specific level of enlightenment at the beginning of a denomination.
Thousands of denominations can exist on any currency between 1 and 100
dollars, such as 45.52, 30.01, etc. For example, if a currency has a
denominational value of 87.29 showing on a $50.00 certificate, this would
mean that the viewership is more of a controlling factor than the
nutritional value. Likewise, if a 12.47 value is showing on the same
$50.00 certificate, then the nutritional value is more of a controlling



factor than the viewership.

Being societally more 'well balanced' means that the numbers are outside
of specific limits that correlate to a preferred direction of advancement
for the entire species, that is most similar to the user's own. One
doesn't recieve this information until the end of the tax year, because of
all the eating and spending going on. A hive mentality of this sort pays
more attention to the number relationship on the nano-fibre for their own
good, rather than the number relationship on someone else's nano-fibre.

The nanofibre becomes a virtual A.I. assistant towards the species
affecting it. One might say that the goal of the nano-fibre/user interface
is to achieve a zero-point consciousness, in which the user can offer the
greatest nourishment and/or advertising by either opting out or opting in
to the system, for which he or she has offered all other users greater
ability to unfold their own observed/non-observed zero-point consciousness
as a guidepost, or an aetheristic path of least resistance towards things
like free energy for space exploration.


